Project TND Game Tips

Ways to keep students engaged in this important review activity!

**Keep the competition High:** Laura Ross, Project TND National Trainer suggests we “rig” or “fix” the 5 point bonus question to keep the score close to even throughout all 12 lessons.

**Keep Score:** Keep score in a visible place during class. After class note the totals for each team so that you can keep a running total from lesson to lesson. If you wish you can use the TND Game Score Sheet provided on page XVII in your Project TND manual.

**Maintain a Fast Pace:** Lesson plans allow 10 minutes for the first TND game so that everyone can learn how to play. After that the game should only take 5 minutes!

**Reward Students for Good Behavior:** If a team is the first to be in their seats sitting quietly before the bell rings move them ahead a space on the game board and give them a point.

**Provide Prizes:** Promise to give prizes to the winning team at the end of lesson 12. These can be as small as a pack of gum or as grand as small gift certificates donated by local businesses.

For More Resources Like This Visit: EPISCenter.psu.edu